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Abstract

5G networks tend to be multi-layered, multi-party and multi-tenant to satisfy the increasing and varying user demand. Network
slicing is an efficient solution to share the physical network between different and independent virtual networks called slices. While
many research works focused on the slice resource allocation, called slice embedding, little attention was paid to the security
aspects. In this paper, we deal with security-aware 5G slice embedding. This consists in satisfying the slice request while meeting
its security needs. In a first step, we model the common security needs and best practices for 5G slices. This is used to design
a security-aware slice request. Second, we devise a slice embedding algorithm that respects the security constraints. Third, we
analyse the scalability of making slice embedding security-aware, in terms of acceptance rate, cost to revenue ratio, execution time
and physical resource utilization.
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Nomenclature

CN Core Network

ILP Integer Linear Programming

NFV Network Function Virtualization

RAN Radio Access Network

SA-CNSE Security-Aware Core Network Slice Embedding

SDN Software-Defined Networking

SFC Service Function Chaining

VNF Virtual Network Function

VNSF Virtual Network Security Function

1. Introduction

The 5G mobile networks are expected to support a wide
range of application scenarios according to a report from Huawei,
HKT and GSA (2019), including autonomous driving, virtual
reality, wireless healthcare and smart agriculture. These scenar-
ios, also called verticals have very different requirements and
expectations. The “one-network-fits-all” architecture of tradi-
tional mobile networks, where service customization is given
little consideration, is no longer suitable. Recently, the net-
work slicing concept (cf. Fig. 1) was introduced to support the
verticals diversity. It enables the creation, for each application
scenario, of a tailored virtual network, called network slice that
satisfies its specific needs. A network slice is an end-to-end
(i.e., from radio access network (RAN) to core network (CN))

Figure 1: The Network Slicing concept

logical network composed of virtualized and non-virtualized re-
sources running on a common underlying infrastructure.

The 5G network slicing can mainly be achieved thanks to
two key technologies: Software-Defined Networks (SDN) and
Network Function Virtualization (NFV). SDN decouples net-
work control from data forwarding to enable network programma-
bility and centralized control Kreutz et al. (2015). NFV decou-
ples network functions such as load balancers, WAN optimiz-
ers, or Intrusion Detection Systems (IDSs) from dedicated hard-
ware and run them as software, called Virtual Network Func-
tions (VNFs), in a cloud computing infrastructure Mijumbi et al.
(2016). Thanks to SDN and NFV, network slices can be created
and customized in a dynamic and flexible manner Ordonez-
Lucena et al. (2017), thus reducing capital and operational ex-
penditures (CAPEX & OPEX).

One main issue related to the 5G network is the resource
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management problem. More particularly, the slice embedding
problem, also called network slicing, is challenging. It consists
of enabling different heterogeneous slices to share a limited
pool of resources in a transparent and isolated manner. There
are two types of network slicing Su et al. (2019): RAN slic-
ing and CN slicing . The RAN slicing concerns the sharing
and management of spectrum resources whereas the CN slicing
aims to distribute the infrastructure computing and networking
resources among multiple slices. In this paper, we focus on
the CN slicing. Although this problem was extensively investi-
gated in the literature Bhamare et al. (2016); Herrera & Botero
(2016); Xie et al. (2016), little attention was paid to the security
aspects. In fact, many works ignore the security needs of run-
ning services. For instance, attacks targeting the service from
another slice, attacks targeting the infrastructure hosting the ser-
vice, isolation between the services, among others, should be
considered when deploying the slice.

To fill this gap, we focus on the Security-Aware 5G Core
Network Slice Embedding, referred to as the SA-CNSE prob-
lem in this paper. It consists in embedding the slice request
while considering its security requirements. We follow a secu-
rity by design approach and tackle the problem in two stages.
First, we design a “security-aware” slice request to describe the
security needs. Second, we embed the slice in a security-aware
manner. Furthermore, we analyse how complying with security
constraints impacts the slice embedding in terms of acceptance
rate, embedding cost and execution time.

This work extends and completes our previous works Jmila
& Blanc (2019); Boutigny et al. (2020) which had the following
contributions:

i) In Jmila & Blanc (2019), we studied the resources allo-
cation problem in the NFV environment, more particu-
larly the Service Function chaining problem Bhamare et al.
(2016).

• We showed how a basic service function chain (SFC)
(composed of chained VNFs) representing a service
request should be enriched to take into consideration
the service security needs.

• We illustrated our proposal through a use case to demon-
strate its feasibility.

ii) In Boutigny et al. (2020), we investigated the security-
aware 5G slice embedding problem in a multi-domain en-
vironment, i.e. when the 5G network is supported by dif-
ferent infrastructure providers.

• We proposed a constraint generation model to trans-
late security requirements into mathematical constraints.

• The solution was validated through a prototype run-
ning on a use case.

This paper extends and enhances our previous work as follows:

i) We focus on the 5G slice embedding problem. Unlike
Boutigny et al. (2020), we focus on a single domain sce-
nario. We design a security-aware 5G slice request by
adapting the algorithm of Jmila & Blanc (2019).

ii) We investigate the security-aware slice embedding issue.
We propose an Integer Linear Programming (ILP) formal-
ization of the SA-CNSE problem. We conceive a heuristic
solution and show how a generic embedding algorithm can
be enhanced to take into consideration the security require-
ments.

iii) We analyse in depth the impact of handling security con-
straints on the slice embedding process, in different scenar-
ios, regarding various metrics. To the best of our knowl-
edge, this is the first research paper providing such con-
tribution. We also compare security-aware to non security-
aware embedding solutions. Thus, unlike our previous work
(Boutigny et al. (2020); Jmila & Blanc (2019)) where the
proposed models were assessed in specific use cases, our
model is evaluated in different scenarios.

iv) We have developed a C++ simulator to perform extensive
simulations. We implemented and evaluated the security-
aware embedding algorithms.

v) We provide a clear and structured state of the art of the
CN slice embedding problem including both legacy and
security-aware approaches.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: Sec-
tion 2 introduces the CN slice embedding problem and describes
the related work. Section 3 details the security-aware slice re-
quest design. Section 4 describes the security-aware slice em-
bedding algorithm. Section 5 evaluates the security-aware slice
embedding. Section 6 concludes the paper.

2. State of the art

In this section, we first introduce the CN slice embedding
problem (CNSE) and then present the related work.

2.1. The 5G CN slice embedding problem

5G CN slicing is a promising technology to establish cus-
tomized end-to-end logic networks including dedicated and shared
resources, in particular when dealing with multiple domains
and heterogeneous technologies. The application of CN slicing
introduces the problem of efficient resource management. The
physical resources, used to host the slice components, have a
finite amount of compute, memory and storage capacity. Phys-
ical links connecting these resources have also limited amount
of bandwidth. Therefore, efficient resource management is re-
quired to yield the economical benefits promised by the 5G net-
works.

A slice request can be modeled by a virtual network request
composed of virtual nodes representing the VNFs, and virtual
links connecting them to steer the traffic. The slice embedding
problem consists in mapping the VNFs and links composing
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Figure 2: The slice embedding problem

the slice request to the substrate nodes and paths constituting
the physical infrastructure. An efficient mapping should satisfy
the slice resource needs while using fewer physical resources.

Fig. 2 (upper part) shows an example of a 5G slice request
composed of four VNFs (denoted by VNF1 to VNF4) con-
nected by virtual links. The numbers on top of the VNFs repre-
sent the amount of required resources (typically memory, CPU
and storage) and the numbers over the links represent the re-
quired bandwidth. Similarly, in the lower part of Fig. 2, a sub-
strate graph, representing the 5G infrastructure and the avail-
able resources is depicted (the numbers below the nodes and be-
low/over the links represent the amount of available resources).
A slice embedding scheme is possible when each VNF and vir-
tual link of the slice request is mapped to a physical node or
link having enough available resources. A mapping example is
illustrated by the dotted arrows showing the mapping of each
virtual element to a physical host, namely, the VNF1 requiring
20 units of resources is mapped to the substrate node B which
has enough resources (25 units); similarly VNF2 is mapped to
substrate node E, VNF3 to C and VNF4 to F. Likewise, each
virtual link is mapped to a substrate path having enough band-
width to host it. It is important to note that a path may be com-
posed of more than one physical link: for instance, the virtual
link between VNF1 and VNF3 is mapped onto a path composed
of the physical links B − D and D −C.

2.2. Related work

In this section, we provide a state of the art of the CN slice
embedding problem. In addition, we analyse the literature of a
very close problem called the Virtual Network Embedding prob-
lem (VNE) Fischer et al. (2013). VNE is an old and well in-
vestigated issue in the Network virtualization field Chowdhury
& Boutaba (2010). It deals with sharing a common Substrate
Network (SN) among different Virtual Networks (VNs). As
mentioned in many research papers Li et al. (2019a); Su et al.
(2019); Boutigny et al. (2020), the CN slice embedding prob-
lem can be converted to the VNE problem: the virtual networks
represent the slices and the substrate network represents the 5G
infrastructure. We believe that analysing the VNE literature can
inspire innovative CN slice embedding approaches.

2.2.1. Traditional resource allocation algorithms
Solving the CN slice embedding and the VNE problems is

NP-hard since they are related to the multi-way separator prob-
lem Fischer et al. (2013): even when all the VNFs are mapped,
mapping each virtual link to a single substrate path is an un-
splittable flow problem, which is also NP-hard. Therefore, most
solutions are based on heuristics Fischer et al. (2013); Bhamare
et al. (2016). By varying the constraints and objectives, the
problem can be tackled in different manners. We briefly present
the main categories found in the literature.

• Mapping coordination. The slice embedding problem
can be decomposed into two sub-problems: the VNF map-
ping problem and the link mapping problem. Two-stage
slice embedding algorithms consist in solving each sub-
problem in an isolated and independent way. Generally,
the VNF mapping is performed first to provide the input
for the link mapping phase. Typical approaches apply a
greedy algorithm that maps the VNFs requiring larger re-
sources to the substrate nodes providing larger resources.
Next, virtual links are mapped to the substrate paths using
the shortest or k-shortest path Cao et al. (2017); Zhang
et al. (2018); Yuan et al. (2019). In the one-stage slice
embedding approach, virtual links are mapped at the same
time as VNFs. When a VNF pair is mapped, the virtual
link between them is also mapped, and so are the virtual
links connecting it with already embedded VNFs Cao
et al. (2019a, 2020); Li et al. (2019b).

• Multi-domain vs. single-domain. A CN slice request
can be satisfied by a single or multiple 5G infrastructure
providers. In a single-domain scenario, the request is ful-
filled by only one infrastructure provider. Differently, in
the multi-domain scenario Li et al. (2016, 2017); Ni et al.
(2019), a coordinator (the service provider) splits the re-
quest into several sub-requests distributed to several in-
frastructure providers. The provided sub-networks are
then interconnected with external links to form the slice.

• Centralized vs. distributed. In centralized systems,
like those proposed by Soualah et al. (2019); Shahriar
et al. (2019), a global view of the infrastructure state is
required to take decisions according to the up-to-date de-
scription of the available substrate resources . To address
scalability issues in large networks and reduce commu-
nication cost and synchronization overhead, some dis-
tributed slice embedding solutions (like Esposito et al.
(2013, 2016); Song et al. (2019)) were proposed.

In addition to these legacy approaches, the use of Rein-
forcement Learning (RL) techniques Sutton & Barto (1998)
is more and more investigated. For example, He et al. (2018)
propose a multi-objective VNE embedding algorithm based on
Q-learning to optimize conflicting objectives, namely energy
saving and requests acceptance rate. Dolati et al. (2019) de-
sign DeepViNE, a deep RL-based VNE. Both the VN request
and substrate network are encoded as two-dimensional images,
which are then perceivable by a convolutional deep neural net-
work (CNN) Krizhevsky et al. (2012) to generate the mapping
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scheme. Kibalya et al. (2019) address the multi-domain slice
embedding problem and propose an RL-based algorithm for
partitioning the slice request to the different infrastructure provi-
ders. Sciancalepore et al. (2019) propose an RL-based broker
to i) efficiently forecast future traffic levels per network slice,
ii) optimize slice admission control using traffic prediction and
iii) perform slice traffic scheduling.

2.2.2. Security-aware approaches
Few approaches examine the security facet of the slice em-

bedding problem. Most research work focus on adding a chain
of virtual network security functions to the 5G slice topology to
perform some security operations. Research works concentrate
on efficiently placing the VNSFs in the 5G infrastructure. The
VNF placement problem is commonly known in the literature
as the Service Function Chaining (SFC) problem Bhamare et al.
(2016). Doriguzzi-Corin et al. (2017, 2019) propose an ILP for-
mulation for placing VNSFs with respect to both the quality of
service requirements and the security constraints. In Guan et al.
(2018), the authors focus on searching an optimal placement for
VNSFs. The best hosts are the most capable to control the traf-
fic. This is measured by the node centrality that represents the
degree of connectivity between nodes. Liu et al. (2017) tackle
the problem of efficient Security Service Chain (SSC) deploy-
ment. An SSC is an ordered set of security functions composing
a logical security service. The authors proposed some heuristic
algorithms to select hosting nodes and establish routing paths.

Some security-aware VNE approaches define security con-
straints for VN requests and then address the security-aware
mapping. In Bays et al. (2012); Bays et al. (2014), the au-
thors consider end-to-end communication confidentiality and
map the end nodes of virtual links to physical routers enabling
data encryption and decryption. Similarly, Xing et al. (2013)
consider embedding virtual resources in trusted physical re-
sources. They define a security protection level to measure the
ability of a physical resource to protect its hosts. In Xing et al.
(2013); Li et al. (2019a); Zhang et al. (2020), the authors use the
concept of Security Level to assist the VNE mapping decision.
A virtual resource requiring a certain level of security can only
be mapped to a physical resource having higher or equivalent
security level. However, the security level concept remains ab-
stract and difficult to determine in reality Boutigny et al. (2020).
In Shameli-Sendi et al. (2017), the authors argue that virtual
nodes can be placed in the same host to avoid security breaches
between sensitive virtual nodes. In Boutigny et al. (2020), the
authors support exclusion security constraints to avoid sharing
physical resources with other tenants for isolation purposes.

In this paper, inspired by both the VNE and CNSE litera-
ture, we judiciously define security constraints for 5G slices and
conceive a security-aware resource allocation scheme. More-
over, unlike all existing works, we deeply analyse the scalabil-
ity of making 5G CN slice embedding security-aware, in terms
of acceptance rate, cost to revenue ratio and execution time,
through extensive simulation study. Our proposal is detailed in
the next sections.

3. Securing the slice request design

The need to secure the slice embedding process is justified
by the large threat landscape faced by 5G networks (cf. Khan
et al. (2020); Arfaoui et al. (2018)) and the network slicing tech-
nology in particular (cf. Olimid & Nencioni (2020)). In the
next section, we illustrate some possible threat targets that can
be protected using our solution. Later on, we motivate the need
to design a security-aware slice request.

3.1. Threat model for 5G slice embedding

Figure 3: Representative attack points for 5G slicing

Figure 3 shows two slice requests, Slice 1 and Slice 2. Slice
1 in composed of the interconnected VNFs a and b. Similarly,
Slice 2 is composed of the VNFs c and d. These slices are
hosted by a 5G infrastructure which is composed of four con-
nected substrate nodes (A,B,C,D).

The 5G network is designed to support the multi-provider
scenario where the infrastructure is provided by different providers.
This introduces new security vulnerabilities as the infrastruc-
ture will be partitioned into domains of different security levels
depending on the trust towards each provider. The colors red
and green in the infrastructure topology illustrate two domains
of different security levels. Namely, the red components (nodes
B and D and the link connecting them) constitute an unsafe
area, while the green components constitute a safe one. Below,
we describe some possible attacks:

Unauthorized node access. If the VNF a is hosted on an in-
secure physical node D, it could be physically attacked, which
can damage the quality of the service.

Unauthorized link access. If the traffic between VNFs c and d
is routed over an insecure physical path (the one traversing B),
replay and man-in-the-middle attacks could be performed.

Co-location attack. Hosting the VNFs b and c of different slices
(Slice 1 and Slice 2, respectively) on the same physical host, C,
may threaten the isolation between the services and lead to se-
curity breaches (sensitive data transmitted between the slices).
The same goes for virtual links sharing the same physical path.
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Unauthorized access to the services. The unauthorized access
to the services running over the slices may introduce privacy
concerns and can impact the consumption of resources, leading
to potential DoS attacks.

3.2. Motivation for designing a security-aware slice request

Considering, from the beginning, the security needs of a ser-
vice running over the slice leads to determine better embedding
solutions as it enables a richer and more complete description
of the slice. Otherwise, addressing the slice security constraints
as an independent second step, after the embedding, may lead
to sub-optimal resource allocation. In the next subsection, we
illustrate this idea through an example.

Figure 4: Motivation for designing a security-aware slice request

Figure 4.a gives an example of a slice request composed
of two connected VNFs a and b (in blue) and an example of
a 5G infrastructure (composed of 5 linked nodes A,B,C,D,E).
Assume that each VNF and link requires one unit of resources
and that each substrate resource has one unit of available re-
sources. The numbers depicted next to each physical resource
represent the unit cost (u.c). It is the cost of allocating one unit
of physical resource for a virtual component.

Imagine that the traffic outgoing from VNF b should be
routed to another VNF c to perform security operations. Con-
sider trying to meet this security need in two ways: either by
i) performing two independent steps, i.e. embed the initial slice
request and then satisfy the security need, or by ii) considering
the security requirements from the beginning.

Fig. 4.b illustrates the case where the slice embedding is
performed in two independent steps. To embed the initial secu-
rity request, the less costly physical link A−B is selected for the
virtual link a − b. The VNFs a and b are mapped to the hosts A
and B respectively. The slice embedding cost is then 3 (the sum
of mapping a−b, a and b). Now, consider handling the security
need. To route the traffic outgoing from b, the only available

link is B − C and it costs 10, thus VNF c is mapped to C and
the virtual link b − c to B − C and this costs 11 units. The total
slice embedding cost is 14.

Fig. 4.c illustrates the case where the slice security needs
are considered from the beginning. A more optimal embedding
solution is found. In fact, assuming that all hosts are free, rather
then selecting the physical link A − B to host a − b, C − E can
be selected. Although more costly, it has the merit of allowing
a cheaper allocation of the virtual link b − c. The final cost is
then 8.

In addition to reducing the embedding cost, considering the
security needs from the beginning avoids re-configuring the net-
work. For instance, if the substrate node A, initially hosting a is
unsafe, a should be migrated to another physical host. Such re-
configurations can disturb the running service and incur penalty
fees.

For these reasons, we add a preliminary step before the
embedding stage. During this phase, the well known security
needs and best practices are modeled and integrated to the ini-
tial slice design. The resulting security-aware slice request will
be fed to the embedding algorithm.

3.3. The security-aware slice design
In this section, we will describe a basic slice request model

and then detail the different steps leading to a security-aware
slice request model. But, we will first define the infrastructure
model.

3.3.1. The infrastructure model
Without loss of generality, we model the 5G infrastructure

by a weighted undirected graph Gs = (Ns, Ls), where Ns is the
set of substrate nodes ns and Ls is the set of substrate links
ls. The available capacity of node ns (typically CPU, storage
and memory) is denoted by c(ns) and let bw(ls) be the available
bandwidth on link ls. Variable ϕ represents a substrate path (a
single or a sequence of substrate links) between two substrate
nodes. Variable Pϕ is the set of loop-free substrate paths. The
available bandwidth bw(ϕ) associated to a substrate path ϕ can
be evaluated as the smallest available bandwidth on the links
along the substrate path (see Equation 1).

bw(ϕ) = min({bw(ls),∀ls ∈ ϕ}) (1)

3.3.2. Basic slice request model
A slice request r can be represented by a Virtual Network. A

virtual network can be modeled by a weighted undirected graph
Gr = (Nr, Lr), where Nr is the set of virtual nodes representing
the VNFs of the slice request and Lr is the set of virtual links
connecting the VNFs. Each VNF nr ∈ Nr requires an amount of
resources c(nr) and each virtual link lr ∈ Lr requires an amount
of bandwidth bw(lr).

3.3.3. Securing the slice service request
To secure a service, the universal solution consists in includ-

ing appropriate security functions (such as firewall, authentica-
tion functions, IDS, or DPI) to perform real-time security anal-
ysis and operations (detect intrusions, classify the traffic, mon-
itor the flows, guarantee authentication access, etc.) Liu et al.
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(2017); Firoozjaei et al. (2017). However, this solution can-
not satisfy the security requirements related to resource shar-
ing and placement. For instance, deploying the VNFs in un-
trusted domains is not permitted for services with high sensi-
tivity. Thus, we conceive a more global security strategy based
on two stages: we first include the required virtual network se-
curity functions to the service graph and then define constraints
related to the resource sharing and location restrictions. Theses
stages are detailed below.

Inserting virtual network security functions. To secure the ser-
vices, additional VNSFs can be included to the service graph.
The traffic will traverse these VNSFs where security and mon-
itoring operations will be performed. Note that deciding which
VNSFs to insert and where in the slice topology is specific to
the service use case and it is generally resolved by security ex-
perts after studying the possible threats and vulnerabilities. To
each VNSF added to the graph, we associate the amount of
required resources and the amount of bandwidth necessary to
route the flow to and from the VNSF. Let G′r = (N′r , L

′
r) denote

the graph resulting from this stage. Then, N′r is an extension
of Nr containing the additional VNSF and L′r contains the vir-
tual links connecting them to the rest of the graph. Using the
example of the previous section, Nr = {a, b} and N′r = {a, b, c},
similarly, Lr = {a − b} and L′r = {a − b, b − c}.

Defining resource sharing and location constraints. In addi-
tion to inserting VNSFs, some security constraints need to be
considered during the slice embedding stage, namely: i) those
specifying the resource sharing policy, and ii) the constraints
related to geographical location restrictions when mapping the
slice to the network infrastructure. Motivation and details are
given below.

• The resource sharing constraints specify whether the
same physical host can be shared between different vir-
tual components or no. In other terms, this deals with al-
lowing or forbidding the co-location of VNFs (resp. vir-
tual links) in the same physical node (resp. physical link).
In some scenarios, the co-location of virtual components
may be required. For example, to improve the security
service performance, a firewall and an IDS can be placed
in the same node to collaborate and detect malicious ac-
tivities within a short time. The co-location may also be
required to avoid security breaches (between VNFs of the
same service, for example). However, in other scenarios,
the co-location of VNFs and links of different services
may be forbidden to guarantee isolation between the ser-
vices, as discussed in Section 3.1.

To model such constraint, we define for each VNF nr ∈

N′r , two sets Must co-locate and Forbid co-location, de-
noted MC(nr) and FC(nr) respectively. MC(nr) (resp.
FC(nr)) contains the list of VNFs that must (resp. must
not) be allocated in the same host as nr. Similarly, we
specify for each virtual link lr ∈ L′r the sets MC(lr) (resp.
FC(lr)) containing the list of virtual links that must (resp.
must not) share the same physical path as lr. Obviously,

a VNF that must be co-located with f must not be in the
set FC( f ) and vice versa; the same condition is valid for
virtual links. Note that the set of VNFs that are neither
in MC(nr) nor in FC(nr) are simply allowed to be co-
located with nr, the same property is observed for virtual
links.

• The location related constraints define geographical and
domain restrictions when mapping the slice request. In
fact, as discussed in Section. 3.1, the 5G infrastructure
can be partitioned into domains of different security lev-
els. To avoid threats from vulnerable and untrusted hosts
or domains, the service network providers can limit the
subset of physical resources that may host their service.

To formulate these constraints, we define for each virtual
resource, the set of physical resources allowed to host it,
called May Host, and denoted MH. Then MH(nr) ⊂ Ns

is the set of physical nodes authorized to host the VNF
nr, and MH(lr) ⊂ Ls is the set of physical links allowed
to host the virtual link lr.

3.3.4. Security-aware service request
In conclusion, a security-aware slice request can be described

by a weighted undirected graph S ecGr = (S ecNr, S ecLr) con-
taining the same set of VNFs and links as G′r and enriched
by the following attributes: VNFs security constraints, that is,
i) MC(nr) ii) FC(nr), iii) MH(nr), ∀nr ∈ N′r; and virtual links
security constraints, that is, i) MC(lr) ii) FC(lr) iii) MH(lr).
∀lr ∈ L′r. To alleviate the notation, we will reuse the term
Gr = (Nr, Lr) to designate the slice request resulting from this
step. The notations are summarized in the Appendix.

4. Securing the slice embedding

Once the slice request has been enriched by security con-
straints, an efficient embedding scheme should be found to al-
locate and instantiate the resources that will support the service.
In this section, we present a security-aware slice embedding
solution. To do so, we first formulate the problem and then
describe the solution.

4.1. System model and problem formulation
Considering the slice request and the 5G infrastructure mod-

els introduced in the previous section, the SA-CNSE problem
consists in finding a mappingM : Gr 7→ Gs, associating each
virtual component of the slice request to a physical host such
that the slice resource requirements are satisfied and the differ-
ent constraints (resource limits, flow conservation and security
constraints) are respected.

To formalize the problem, let us introduce two matrixes x
and y of binary variables to describe the mapping of VNFs and
virtual links, where xnr

ns → Ns × Nr and ynrmr
nsms → (Ls)2 × (Lr)2,

defined below:

• VNF mapping:

xnr
ns =

{
1, if VNF nr is mapped to physical node ns

0, else
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• Virtual link mapping

ynrmr
nsms =


1, if the virtual link (nr,mr) passes through
the substrate link (ns,ms).
0, else

The S A − CNS E problem can be formulated as an ILP
model as follows:

• The objective is to minimize the embedding cost, i.e. the
sum of physical resources (per unit cost) spent to satisfy
the request:

min
∑

nr∈Nr

∑
ns∈Ns

xnr
ns

c(nr)cost(ns)+∑
(nr ,mr)∈Lr

∑
(ns,ms)∈Ls

ynrmr
nsms

bw((nr,mr))cost((ns,ms)) (2)

where cost(ns), resp. cost((ns,ms)) are the CPU, resp.
bandwidth unit cost associated to the substrate node ns,
resp. substrate link (ns,ms).

• The basic constraints are the minimum conditions to ob-
tain a correct mapping solution, regardless of the security
needs, namely;∑

ns

xnr
ns
= 1,∀nr ∈ Nr (3)

∑
nr∈Nr

xnr
ns

c(nr) 6 c(ns),∀ns ∈ Ns (4)

∑
(nr ,mr)∈Lr

ynrmr
nsms

bw((nr,mr)) 6 bw((ns,ms)),

∀(ns,ms) ∈ Ls (5)

∑
ms∈Ns

(ynrmr
nsms
− ynrmr

msns
) = xnr

ns
− xmr

ns
,

∀(nr,mr) ∈ Lr, nr < mr,∀ns ∈ Ns, (ns,ms) ∈ Ls (6)

Eq. (3) ensures that each VNF is mapped, and that it is
mapped to only one substrate node.

Eq. (4) and Eq. (5) describe constraints on the node re-
sources, i.e., CPU, memory and storage, and bandwidth
limitation, which ensure that the available resources of
each physical node and link are not exceeded.

Eq. (6) is the flow conservation constraint and ensures
that, for each flow steering between two virtual nodes nr

and mr, for each substrate node ns ∈ Ns,

– if ns is an intermediate node, i.e. it does not host
any of the flow end nodes nr and mr (formally, xnr

ns =

xmr
ns = 0), then the total flow incoming to ns, i.e.∑
ms∈Ns

(ynrmr
nsms )×bw((nr,mr)) is equal to the total flow

outgoing from ns, i.e.
∑

ms∈Ns
(ynrmr

msns ) × bw((nr,mr)).

– If ns is the source of the (nr,mr) flow, i.e. it hosts
nr (formally; xnr

ns = 1), then the total outgoing flow
minus the total incoming flow is equal to the re-
quired bandwidth, formally equal to (xnr

ns − xmr
ns ) ×

bw((nr,mr)) = bw((nr,mr)).

– Finally, if ns is the sink node, it hosts mr (for-
mally, xmr

ns = 1), then the total outgoing flow mi-
nus the total incoming flow is equal to the nega-
tive amount of required bandwidth, formally equal
to (xnr

ns − xmr
ns ) × bw((nr,mr)) = −bw((nr,mr)).

• The security related constraints guarantee that the map-
ping solution is correct from the security point of view,
namely:∑
ns∈Ns\MH(nr)

xnr
ns
= 0,∀nr ∈ Nr (7)

∑
(ns,ms)∈Ls\MH((nr ,mr))

ynrmr
nsms
= 0,∀(nr,mr) ∈ Lr (8)

xnr
ns
= xmr

ns
,∀mr ∈ MC(nr), nr ∈ Nr, ns ∈ Ns (9)

ynrmr
nsms
= yor pr

nsms ,

∀(or, pr) ∈ MC((nr,mr)), (nr,mr) ∈ Lr, (ns,ms) ∈ Ls

(10)

xnr
ns
× xmr

ns
= 0,∀mr ∈ FC(nr), nr ∈ Nr, ns ∈ Ns (11)

ynrmr
nsms
× yor pr

nsms = 0,

∀(or, pr) ∈ FC((nr,mr)), (nr,mr) ∈ Lr, (ns,ms) ∈ Ls

(12)

Eq. (7) models the May host constraint and guarantees that
the untrusted physical nodes i.e. those that do not belong to the
MH set ({ns ∈ Ns \MH(nr)}) cannot host the VNFs of the slice
(all the mapping variables xnr

ns are equal to 0). Eq. (8) models
the May Host constraint for virtual links in the same way.

Eq. (9) is the Must co-locate constraint and ensures that the
VNFs belonging to the same MC set (∀mr ∈ MC(nr)) have the
same mapping result (xnr

ns = xmr
ns ). Eq. (10) models the same

constraint for the virtual links.
Similarly, Eq. (11) prohibits the VNFs of the same FC set

(∀mr ∈ FC(nr)) from being mapped to the same host (xnr
ns ×

xmr
ns = 0,∀ns ∈ Ns). Eq. (11) defines the same constraints for

the virtual links.
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Figure 5: A generic slice embedding algorithm

4.2. Security-aware slice embedding

This section deals with resolving the S A − CNS E problem
described above. We demonstrate how non security-aware slice
embedding algorithms can be enhanced to handle the security
needs while making minimal changes to them. To do so, we
will first describe a generic slice embedding algorithm used to
benchmark our solution, and then extend it to consider the se-
curity constraints.

4.2.1. Generic slice embedding algorithm
As for the bench-marking embedding scheme, we focus on

a two-stage slice embedding algorithm (cf. Sect. 2.2.1) depicted
in Fig. 5, which is generic and simple enough to describe. The
input of the algorithm is a slice request and the output is the
mapping result (success or failure). The mapping is performed
in two separate steps: a VNF mapping, from Nr to Ns, denoted
MN : Nr 7→ Ns and a link mapping from Lr to Ls, denoted
ML : Lr 7→ Ls. During the VNF mapping, the VNFs are
mapped one by one following a VNF mapping policyMN , for
example a greedy policy Lin et al. (2017), i.e. the VNF with the
highest requirements is mapped to the physical node with the
most available resources. If one VNF mapping fails, the whole
slice mapping fails and the request is rejected. Elsewhere, af-
ter mapping all the VNFs, the virtual link mapping is triggered.
The virtual links are mapped one by one in a cost effective way,
for example using the shortest path Gallo & Pallottino (1988)
algorithm. The request mapping succeeds only if all the VNFs
and links are mapped successfully, the selected resources are

then provided to the slice and the 5G infrastructure available
resources are updated.

4.2.2. Handling security constraints
In this section, we demonstrate how the security constraints

introduced above and defined by the three sets MH, MC and
FC can be incorporated into the generic embedding algorithm.
To do so, we will focus on the VNF and link mappings sepa-
rately.

Security-aware VNF mapping. The proposed security-aware
VNF mapping algorithm is depicted in the left subfigure of
Fig. 6 and described below. Compared to Fig 5, we insert
additional steps, highlighted in red, to check the security con-
straints. In order to map a VNF f , the algorithm first checks
the Must co-locate constraints. In fact, if at least one VNF
in MC( f ) is already mapped, f must be mapped to the same
host and there is no need to search for alternative candidates.
Nonetheless, f can be mapped to the common substrate node,
denoted H, only if : i) c(H) > c( f ), i.e. H has enough avail-
able resources, ii) H ∈ MH( f ), i.e. H is allowed to host f ,
and iii) ∀mr ∈ FC( f ), xmr

H = 0, i.e. H does not host any VNF
forbidden from co-location with f . In the case where none of
the VNFs in MC( f ) is already mapped, the algorithm should
search available substrate nodes that can host f while satisfy-
ing the other security constraints. In more detail, a new lim-
ited research space, denoted N′s is defined. N′s is a subset of
Ns excluding the nodes i) that do not belong to MH( f ) and
ii) those hosting VNFs of the FC( f ) set. The VNF mapping
policy MN of the generic algorithm can be used while chang-
ing only the embedding space. Formally, the aim is to find a
mappingMN : Nr 7→ N′s.

Security-aware virtual link mapping. The link mapping algo-
rithm is extended in the same way as for VNF mapping (see the
right subfigure of Fig. 6). However, a special attention is paid
to the fact that a virtual link can be mapped to several substrate
links composing the path. Thus, every single substrate link of
the whole path should be checked.

Finally, the security-aware slice embedding can be deduced
by combining the security-aware VNF and link mappings as in
the generic algorithm scheme (cf. Fig. 5).

5. Evaluation and Analysis

The aim of this section is to analyse how satisfying the se-
curity constraints will impact the efficiency and behavior of a
slice embedding algorithm in terms of acceptance rate, embed-
ding cost, execution time, and substrate resources utilization.
Three main issues will be explored:

1) How does security-aware slice embedding algorithms com-
pare to non security-aware algorithms ?

2) Which security constraints (Must co-locate, Forbid co-location,
May Host) have the most impact on the efficiency of the em-
bedding algorithm ?
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Figure 6: security-aware slice embedding

3) For two-stage embedding algorithms, does satisfying secu-
rity constraints differ in terms of efficiency between VNF
embedding and virtual link embedding?

In order to answer these questions, extensive experiments
were conducted in a simulation environment.

5.1. Evaluation environment

We start by describing, in detail, the evaluation environment
before presenting and discussing the experimental results. This
includes i) the simulation setting, ii) the evaluation metrics,
iii) the compared algorithms, and iv) the security constraints
generation. Note that the key notations used in this section are
summarized in Appendix A.

5.1.1. Simulation settings
To carry out the experiments, we have implemented a C++

simulator 1 describing the slice embedding environment. We
used the GT-ITM tool Zegura et al. (1996) to generate the net-
work topologies for the 5G infrastructure and service requests
following the simulation settings mostly used in the literature
Chowdhury et al. (2012); Fischer et al. (2013); Zhang et al.
(2018). In more detail, we consider a substrate network com-
posed of 75 substrate nodes where each pair of substrate nodes
is randomly connected with probability 0.5. The CPU and band-
width resources of the substrate nodes and links are real num-
bers uniformly distributed between 20 and 70.

1The simulator will be publicly released later

We also consider 50 service requests. For each request, the
number of VNFs in each request is randomly distributed be-
tween 2 and 10. Each pair of VNFs is randomly connected with
probability 0.5. The CPU requirements of the VNFs are real
numbers uniformly distributed between 0 and 20, and the band-
width requirements of the virtual links are uniformly distributed
between 0 and 50.

5.1.2. Evaluation metrics
We use state of the art most common performance metrics

Cao et al. (2019b); Laghrissi & Taleb (2019), to compare and
measure the performance of the embedding algorithms, namely:

• A is the rate of the service graph requests that have been
successfully embedded.

• RC measures the average revenue to cost ratio for ac-
cepted requests. RC is calculated as follows:

RC =

∑
Gr∈AR

R(Gr)∑
Gr∈AR

C(Gr)
(13)

whereAR is the set of accepted requests, R(Gr) and C(Gr)
are the request revenue and cost classically defined in the
literature Chowdhury et al. (2012).

R(Gr) =

∑
nr∈Nr

c(nr)

 +
∑

lr∈Lr

bw(nr)

 (14)

The revenue represents the sum of the resources (comput-
ing and bandwidth) demanded by the request (see Eq. (14)).
The cost is the sum of physical resources (per unit cost)
spent to satisfy the request, formally defined in Eq. (2).
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• T, the execution time, is the average time needed to pro-
cess a service graph request regardless of the result (ac-
cepted or rejected).

• ns and ls are the average substrate nodes and links stress
respectively. In order to quantify the resource usage of
the substrate network, we use the notion of stress Chowd-
hury et al. (2012). The stress of a substrate node ns,
denoted stress(ns), is defined as the total amount of re-
sources allocated to all the VNFs hosted on ns, formally;

stress(ns) =
∑

nr∈Rr

xnr
ns
× c(nr) (15)

ns is the average node stress and is calculated by averag-
ing the stress of all the substrate nodes. ls is calculated in
the same manner for substrate links.

5.1.3. Algorithm comparison
We use the generic embedding scheme, described in Sect. 4.2.1

to devise two embedding algorithms, BestEmbed and WorstEm-
bed. Both of them perform VNF and link mappings separately
but use different VNF and link mapping methods, as described
in Table 1.

Table 1: The compared embedding algorithms description

Algorithm VNF mapping
method

Link mapping
method

BestEmbed Starts by embedding
the VNF with the
highest resource need
and maps it to the
physical node with
the most available re-
sources.

Starts by embedding
the virtual link with
the highest bandwidth
need and maps it to
the path with the most
available bandwidth.

WorstEmbed Starts by embedding
the VNF with the low-
est resource need and
maps it to the physi-
cal node with the least
available resources.

Starts by embedding
the virtual link with
highest bandwidth
need and maps it to
the path with the least
available bandwidth.

SecBestEmbed The security-aware version of BestEmbed
SecWorstEmbed The security-aware version of WorstEmbed

Note that WorstEmbed leads to a rapid resource saturation
and is therefore less efficient than BestEmbed. This is con-
firmed by experimental results (cf. Table 2) showing the su-
periority of the BestEmbed algorithm for all evaluation metrics
(more acceptance rate and revenue to cost ratio, lower execution
time and substrate network utilization).

Table 2: Performance of non security-aware algorithms

Algorithm A (%) RC T(s) ns ls
BestEmbed 76 0.37 1.32 0.1306 0.0861

WorstEmbed 72 0.25 3.06 0.1385 0.1122

These two algorithms are then extended (following the pro-
cess described in Sect. 4.2.2) to handle the security constraints.

The obtained algorithms are denoted SecBestEmbed and Sec-
WorstEmbed. The embedding algorithms that will be compared
are then 1. BestEmbed, 2. WorstEmbed, 3. SecBestEmbed, and
4. SecWorstEmbed.

5.1.4. The security constraints generation
To evaluate the security-aware embedding algorithms, security-

aware slice requests should be generated. We remind the reader
that this is achieved in two steps: first by inserting VNSFs in the
request topology, and second by including the resource sharing
and location constraints. The first step simply extends the re-
quest topology and the output is a larger slice request. Since
we simulate a variety of slice requests typologies, of different
sizes, they can already represent such output. Thus, we ignore
simulating this step and focus on the second stage, i.e. generat-
ing the security constraint sets MC, FC and MH described in
Sect. 3.

Figure 7: MC and FC security constraints generation.

Let Nr (resp. Lr) be the set of VNFs (resp. links) existing
in all the slice requests. The aim is to generate, for each VNF
nr ∈ Nr (resp. link lr ∈ Lr), three sets: i) the VNFs (resp.
virtual links) that must be co-located with it, i.e MC; ii) the
VNFs (resp. virtual links) forbidden from co-location, i.e. FC;
and iii) the trusted physical hosts, i.e. MH.

To do so, we first initialize all the security constraint sets to
Empty. Second, for each constraint type, we select N VNFs
(resp. virtual links) and fill in their constraint set with S VNFs
(resp. virtual links) (S for set size).

In more detail, to generate the MH constraints for VNFs
(resp. virtual links), we randomly selectN VNFs (resp. virtual
links) from Nr (resp. Lr), and for each selected element, we
randomly pick S substrate nodes (resp. links) from Ns (resp.
Ls) to fill the MH set. Note that the values of N can theoreti-
cally range from 1 to |Nr | for VNFs and from 1 to |Lr | for virtual
links, and those of S from 1 to |Ns| for VNFs and from 1 to |Ls|

for virtual links where |.| represents the dimension of the set.
As for MC and FC sets, they are generated by randomly

forming N disjoint collections of S VNFs (resp. virtual links)
of the Nr (resp. Lr) set as illustrated in the example of Fig. 7.
Note that the values of N and S are dependent, in particular
N ×S must not exceed |Nr | for VNFs, and |Lr | for virtual links.
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Constraint:
Defined
for

Must Co-locate (MC) Forbid Co-location (FC) May host (MH)

VNFs N × S 6 |Nr | N × S 6 |Nr | N 6 |Nr |,S 6 |Ns|

Virtual links N × S 6 |Nr | N × S 6 |Nr | N 6 |Lr |,S 6 |Ls|

Table 3: Evaluation scenarios

5.2. Evaluation results

The aim of the evaluation is to analyse the effects of taking
into account the security constraints during the slice embed-
ding. To do so, we measure the performance of the embedding
algorithms, defined in Section 5.1.3, when managing different
security constraints in different scenarios.

In more detail, we define 6 evaluation scenarios, depicted in
Table 3, each focusing on one security constraint defined either
for VNFs or virtual links. Moreover, for each scenario, we ex-
plore the algorithms behavior for a large range of theoretically
possible values of N and S. Namely, for MC and FC scenar-
ios, all the possible values ofN and S, defined byN×S 6 |Nr |

are tested. The area delimited by a rectangular hyperbola curve
represent these values. As for the May host constraint, a grid of
10 × 10 uniformly distributed samples of N and S values are
explored. Using the evaluation settings described in Sect. 5.1.1,
we obtained |Nr | = 217 and |Lr | = 171. Note that some val-
ues of N and S are unrealistic but will be explored to measure
the theoretical scalability limits of the proposed solution. For
example, in the evaluation scenario where MC constraints are
defined for the VNFs (illustrated by the cell at the first row and
first column of Table 3): Nr = 211 means that each VNF must
be co-located with S other VNFs. This does not correspond to
a probable scenario, but we will investigate it to study the be-
haviour of the algorithm at the border of realistic scenarios. In
general, realistic scenarios correspond to low values of N and
S.

To evaluate SecBestEmbed (resp. SecWorstEmbed), we de-
pict, for each evaluation metric, the difference between the value
obtained by SecBestEmbed and BestEmbed (resp. SecWorstEm-
bed and WorstEmbed). When the difference is positive, values
are drawn in graduations of red, elsewhere, graduations of blue
are used.

The results are reported in Tables 4,5 and 6 for Must Co-
locate, Forbid co-location and May Host constraints respec-
tively. All figures can be viewed with higher resolution, and
from multiple angles using the link below2. All the reported re-
sults are obtained by averaging the collected performance from
10 independent runs for each simulation point. For each run,
new security constraint sets are randomly generated. All tests
were conducted under the same conditions on the same ma-
chine, running an Intel(R) Core(TM)-i7-7920HQ 3.10 GHz pro-
cessor with 64 GB RAM.

5.3. Analysis and discussion
In this section, we analyse the experimental results and an-

swer the questions raised in Sect. 5.

5.3.1. How does security-aware slice embedding algorithms
compare to non security-aware algorithms ?

Acceptance rate & substrate network utilization. The subfig-
ures on the first line of each table depict the acceptance rates
obtained for differentN and S values. Similarly, the subfigures
of the second (resp. third) rows of each table show the sub-
strate node (resp. link) average stress. Comparing the above
rows, we notice that the three metrics (A, ns and ls) have sim-
ilar behaviour. This is expected as the substrate network us-
age is heavily correlated to the acceptance rate. In fact, the
more requests are accepted, the more substrate resources are
used to embed them and thus the more ns and ls are high, and
vice versa. For this reason, these metrics will be interpreted to-
gether. Looking at all the subfigures, we notice that A, ns and
ls decrease more or less rapidly when N and S increase, espe-
cially for Must co-locate and Forbid co-location constraints. In

2https://gitlab.com/security_aware_slice_
embedding/security_aware_slice_embedding.git
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SecBesttEmbed SecWorstEmbed
Must Co-locate (MC) for
VNFs

Must Co-locate (MC) for
links

Must Co-locate (MC) for
VNFs

Must Co-locate (MC) for
links

A
subFig 1.A subFig 1.B subFig1.C subFig1.D

Notation : The red color means that more slice requests are accepted, compared to non security-aware algorithms

ns
subFig2.A subFig2.B subFig2.C subFig2.D

Notation : The red color means that more the substrate nodes are more stressed, compared to non security-aware
algorithms

ls
subFig3.A subFig3.B subFig3.C subFig3.D

Notation : The red color means that more the substrate links are more stressed, compared to non security-aware
algorithms

RC
subFig4.A subFig4.B subFig4.C subFig5.D

Notation : The red color means that the embedding is more costly, compared to non security-aware algorithms

T
subFig5.A subFig5.B subFig5.C subFig5.D

Notation : The red color means that the embedding algorithm is more time consuming, compared to non security-
aware algorithms

Table 4: Evaluation results: impact of the MC constraints over the slice embedding process
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SecBesttEmbed SecWorstEmbed
Must Co-locate (MC) for
VNFs

Must Co-locate (MC) for
links

Must Co-locate (MC) for
VNFs

Must Co-locate (MC) for
links

A
subFig 1.A subFig 1.B subFig1.C subFig1.D

Notation : The red color means that more slice requests are accepted, compared to non security-aware algorithms

ns
subFig2.A subFig2.B subFig2.C subFig2.D

Notation : The red color means that more the substrate nodes are more stressed, compared to non security-aware
algorithms

ls
subFig3.A subFig3.B subFig3.C subFig3.D

Notation : The red color means that more the substrate links are more stressed, compared to non security-aware
algorithms

RC
subFig4.A subFig4.B subFig4.C subFig5.D

Notation : The red color means that the embedding is more costly, compared to non security-aware algorithms

T
subFig5.A subFig5.B subFig5.C subFig5.D

Notation : The red color means that the embedding algorithm is more time consuming, compared to non security-
aware algorithms

Table 5: Evaluation results: impact of the FC constraints over the slice embedding process
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SecBesttEmbed SecWorstEmbed
Must Co-locate (MC) for
VNFs

Must Co-locate (MC) for
links

Must Co-locate (MC) for
VNFs

Must Co-locate (MC) for
links

A
subFig 1.A subFig 1.B subFig1.C subFig1.D

Notation : The red color means that more slice requests are accepted, compared to non security-aware algorithms

ns
subFig2.A subFig2.B subFig2.C subFig2.D

Notation : The red color means that more the substrate nodes are more stressed, compared to non security-aware
algorithms

ls
subFig3.A subFig3.B subFig3.C subFig3.D

Notation : The red color means that more the substrate links are more stressed, compared to non security-aware
algorithms

RC
subFig4.A subFig4.B subFig4.C subFig5.D

Notation : The red color means that the embedding is more costly, compared to non security-aware algorithms

T
subFig5.A subFig5.B subFig5.C subFig5.D

Notation : The red color means that the embedding algorithm is more time consuming, compared to non security-
aware algorithms

Table 6: Evaluation results: impact of the MH constraints over the slice embedding process
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addition, for low values of N and S, i.e for a small numbers of
constraints, A,ns and ls remain high, i.e. the embedding algo-
rithms manage to satisfy the requests but lead to more substrate
network utilization. On the other case, the more constraints
there are, the more difficult it is to manage them, and the less
stressed is the substrate network. Moreover, by comparing the
subfigures representing A for the BestEmbed algorithm (sub-
Fig1.A and subFig1.B, in all the tables) to those of WorstEmbed
(subFig1.C and subFig1.D) , we notice that A decreases more
rapidly for the WorstEmbed algorithm (there are more dots in
red in the subFig1.A and subFig1.B). Thus, a security-aware
algorithm derived from an efficient non security-aware algo-
rithm, manages to accept more security-aware slice requests
than one derived from a less efficient algorithm, but naturally
lead to a more stressed substrate network (looking at the ns and
ls Figures).

Revenue Cost. The subFigures showing RC for the different
scenarios are depicted in the fourth row of each table. We note
that RC varies slightly depending on the values ofN and S and
that the variation (positive or negative, i.e. red or blue) depends
on the security type. Thus, handling the security constraints
does not necessarily introduce an over cost compared to non
security-aware algorithms.

Execution Time. The subfigures showing the execution time for
the different scenarios are in the last row of each table. Note
that contrary to the previous metrics, that is, A and RC, the
blue color reflects an improvement in the time performance of
the algorithm, that is, a decrease in the execution time. We
note that T varies slightly depending on the values of N and
S. Moreover, the variation is not regular. We conclude that
handling the security constraints does not necessarily increase
the request processing time.

5.3.2. Which security constraints have the more impact on the
efficiency of the embedding algorithm ?

Acceptance rate & substrate network utilization. Looking at
the subfigures representing A, ns and ls, we remark that the
number of constraints N has more influence than their size S
for MC and FC constraints, unlike the MH constraint where it
is the size of the constraints that matters. Moreover, by com-
paring A, ns and ls for the FC constraint with those of the MC
constraint, we can see that there are more positive values, de-
noted by red dots, and fewer negative values, denoted by blue
dots, so the Forbid co-location constraint is easier to accom-
modate than the Must co-locate constraint but leads to higher
node and link stress rates. Indeed, the MC constraint is more
restrictive since it requires the co-location of several virtual el-
ements in the same host, which is quickly limited by the size
of the host. Naturally, handling FC, leads to higher acceptance
rate and thus a more stressed substrate network, compared to
managing the MC constraints. Compared to MC and FC, the
acceptance rate when handling the MH constraints is higher and
the substrate network is more stressed. May host is the easiest
constraint to manage, but leads to a more saturated substrate
network. In fact, for the MC constraint, apart from the common

host (described in Sect. 4.2.2), all the other hosts are untrusted,
which is very constraining. Similarly, for the FC constraint, all
the substrate nodes hosting VNFs (or links) in the FC set are
ineligible.

Revenue Cost. Comparing the Revenue Cost for different con-
straint types, we notice that managing the Must co-locate con-
straint is the most costly embedding while handling the May
co-locate is the less costly. This may be explained by the same
arguments given above, in fact, the MC constraint is the most
restrictive one while the MH constraints are the easiest to han-
dle.

Execution Time. For MC constraints, T slightly decreases as
the number of constraints N increases. Handling more Must
co-locate constraints improves the execution time. This can
be explained by the fact that the algorithm will frequently (N
times) process less steps, since it will only have to check if the
common host has enough resources instead of identifying all
potential hosts in the substrate network (compare Fig. 6 and
Fig. 5), which can be time consuming. For the May host con-
straints, there is a slight decrease of T for most of the N and S
values. Handling May host constraints improves the execution
time. This is expected since this constraint reduces the research
space size. In fact, for each virtual component (VNFs and links)
in the slice request, the embedding algorithm searches for po-
tential hosts (with enough available resources) only in the sub-
sets of legitimate hosts defined by the May host constraint, as-
sociated to each virtual component, instead of going through all
the substrate nodes and links, which is time consuming. For the
FC constraint, T fluctuates slightly with N and S, but remains
comparable to the values obtained by the non security-aware
algorithm.

5.3.3. Does satisfying security constraints differ in terms of
efficiency between VNF embedding and virtual link em-
bedding?

Acceptance rate & substrate network utilization. By compar-
ing A,ns and ls for MC and FC constraints, we can notice
that there are more red dots when the constraint is defined for
VNFs. So it is easier to satisfy security constraints when they
are defined for VNFs than for links for the MC and FC con-
straints. The same behavior can be observed for the MH con-
straint, where A drops for the case where N increases while S
decreases. This represents the case where the subset of legiti-
mate hosts (belonging to the MH sets) decreases for an increas-
ing number of VNFs. However, when the constraint is defined
for links, the decrease is more noticeable. Therefore, for all the
constraint types, it is easier to handle the constraints when they
are defined for VNFs than for links. This is due to the fact that
a virtual link lr can be hosted by a path composed of several
physical links (see Sect. 4.2.2). Therefore, excluding a physical
link from the set of eligible hosts associated to lr may result in
the exclusion of several possible paths, which will in turn de-
crease the chance of finding an available path to host lr and lead
to request rejection.
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Revenue Cost. Looking at the subFigures depicting the cost for
the MC constraint, we notice a slight improvement in RC when
S increases, that is, the case where large collections of VNFs
are co-located. The drop in RC can be explained by the fact
that if several VNFs are co-located, the cost of allocating links
to connect them is null since they are already in the same host,
which decreases the slice embedding cost and thus increases
RC. But, in general, satisfying constraints when they are de-
fined for VNFs or for links has approximately the same cost.

Execution Time. Looking at the different subfigures plotting T,
we note that the variation of T is comparable when the con-
straints are defined for the VNFs or links.

5.4. Discussion

In this section, we discuss the strengths and weaknesses of
our solution. The major advantage of S A − CNS E is its abil-
ity to model and satisfy different security constraints to prevent
the threats described in Section 3.1. This is essential to fully
enjoy the benefits of 5G slicing without compromising the se-
curity of the running services. Moreover, the simulation results
showed that, the security-aware slice embedding algorithm per-
formance vary depending on the number (N) and size (S) of the
handled constraint as well as its type (MC, FC or MH). In addi-
tion, a security aware embedding algorithm derived from an ef-
ficient non security-aware embedding algorithm achieves better
results, then a one derived from a less efficient embedding al-
gorithm. Compared to non security-aware solutions, our model
manages to handle a reasonable number and size of constraints
(low values ofN and S), with high acceptance rate and without
automatically introducing an over cost or extra processing time.
However, meeting some restrictive security constraints (namely
the Must co-locate constraints) may be costly, and can saturate
the network. Thus a trade-off between these conflicting objec-
tives, that is i) secure the slice on one hand, and ii) improve the
embedding performance metrics on the other hand, should be
considered. Finally, we showed how two-stage embedding al-
gorithms can be improved to take into account security needs,
but adapting the solution to one-stage embedding algorithms
may require more investigation.

6. Conclusion

While the 5G slice resource allocation problem was exten-
sively investigated in the literature, little attention was paid to
the security aspects. To fill this gap, in this paper, we proposed
a security-aware 5G core network slice embedding, solution.
The aim is to: i) model and ii) meet the slice security needs to
avoid cyber attacks. To achieve this, we followed a security-
by-design approach in two steps. First, we proposed a security-
aware slice request to describe the security needs. Second, we
solved the slice embedding problem while respecting the secu-
rity constraints. Through extensive experiments, we evaluated
the scalability of handling the security constraints in terms of
acceptance rate, substrate network usage, cost to revenue ra-
tio and execution time. The results showed that, compared to

non security-aware algorithms, our solution manages to handle
reasonable number of constraints without automatically intro-
ducing an over cost or extra processing time. In the future
work, we plan to investigate the security-aware slice embedding
for one stage, distributed and multi-domain algorithms. More-
over, an exact solution for the security-aware embedding prob-
lem based on the ILP formalization, will be devised. Finally,
we aim to extend the security-aware slice design to model other
security constraints.
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A. Notations

Notation Description
Substrate network notations

Gs substrate network
ns ∈ Ns set of substrate nodes
ls ∈ Ls set of substrate links
c(ns) available capacity of substrate node ns

bw(ls) available bandwidth on substrate link ls

Slice request notations
Gr slice request
nr,mr ∈ Nr set of virtual network functions
lr ∈ Lr set of virtual links
Nr set of VNFs in all slice requests
Lr set of virtual links in all slice requests.
c(nr), required capacity of VNF nr

bw(lr) bandwidth required by the virtual link lr

Security constraints notations
MC(nr) VNFs that must be co-located with nr

MC(lr) virtual links that must be wo-located with lr

FC(nr) VNFs that must NOT be co-located with nr

FC(lr) virtual links that must NOT be co-located with lr

MH(nr) physical nodes allowed to host the VNF nr

MH(lr) physical links allowed to host lr

Evaluation metrics notation
A rate of successfully accepted service graphs
RC average revenue to cost ratio for accepted requests
T execution time
ns average node stress
ls average link stress
AR set of accepted requests
R(Gr) request revenue for slice Gr

C(Gr) embedding cost of slice Gr

N The number of virtual components having non empty security set for a given constraint type
S The size of security set associated to a virtual component of the set N

Table 7: Notations used throughout the article.
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